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Welcome to the January 2014 edition of the Brazil Business Brief.

editor’s letter

contents

Dear Members,

What is the outlook for the Brazilian economy in 2014, and what
benefits will hosting the World Cup and the 2016 Olympics bring to
the country? You can read the opinions of Bradesco’s chief economist
Octavio de Barros on those matters, and many others besides, in the
interview on page 17.

events round-up

23
Our other articles in this issue cover a broad range of topics: biofu-

editorial

els, oil and gas, capital markets, the New Ports Law, and measures to

26

counter money laundering.
We’re planning a busy calendar for 2014, including events related to
Brazil’s economy, political situation, legal system and energy sector. Our
networking events will include repeats of the popular House of Commons
reception and summer barbecue. A date everyone should put in their
diary is 13 May, when our annual gala dinner and Personality of the Year
awards will be taking place at the London Hilton on Park Lane. Keep an
eye on www.brazilianchamber.org.uk/events for further information.
We wish all our members and friends a very happy new year.

Lena & Alex
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Oil and Gas in Brazil:
not all plain sailing
By Geert Albers and Thomaz Favaro

A

fter five years of

several major private companies. The

legislative hold-ups,

lack of interest in the pre-salt fields

in October the Brazil-

could potentially force the government

ian government finally

to review the terms offered to private

auctioned the giant

investors in the future, even though

Libra pre-salt field, which is located

President Dilma Rousseff was quick

under a thick layer of salt beneath

to deny there would be any future

the seabed and expected to hold

changes to the regulatory framework.

between eight and twelve billion barLOCAL CONTENT AND PETROBRAS

rels of recoverable oil. A consortium
run by national oil company Petro-

However, the new regulatory

profitability, as well its reputation with

The increasing
politicisation of
Petrobras is also a
concern. Since 2006
the government has
capped petrol prices
to fight inflation,
forcing the company
to sell imported
fuel at a loss

investors – Petrobras has lost over a
quarter of its share value since 2010.
Although political meddling in
Petrobras represents a risk for other
oil companies, there is no evidence to
suggest it will follow the same path as
Venezuela’s PDVSA, or even Mexico’s
national oil company PEMEX. The
management board recently emphasised the need for greater account-

bras together with Shell, Total, and

framework is not the only challenge

China’s CNPC and CNOOC won the

for oil companies seeking to operate

exploration rights after submitting

in Brazil. The government hopes the

an offer of 41.65% of ‘profit oil’ to

expansion of oil exploration will pro-

2006 the government has capped

one of the world leaders in deep and

the Brazilian state.

mote a restructuring of the industrial

petrol prices to fight inflation, forcing

ultra-deep oil exploration: despite sig-

landscape and increase demand for

the company to sell imported fuel at

nificant technological challenges the

Although a sole bidder offering

ability, including cost controls and
performance targets for each platform. Furthermore, Petrobras remains

the minimum amount of profit oil

industry suppliers, including machin-

a loss. An announcement in October

firm pumped more than 100,000 bpd

required by the government might

ery, equipment and service providers.

by Petrobras officials that a new pric-

of pre-salt oil in 2012.

not appear to indicate a successful

As a result, complying with local-con-

ing formula would narrow the gap

In 2010 the government changed the

tent requirements, which were vol-

between local and international fuel

auction, there was a real achievement simply in the fact that the

REGULATORY RISK

WHAT LIES AHEAD

The lack of competition among

regulatory framework to a production-

untary until 2003, has become more

costs has been met with scepticism

While recent regulatory changes

bidding round took place despite

private investors – government of-

sharing scheme, ensuring that a larger

challenging with each bidding round.

by investors – and in any case will do

have undeniably given the government

opposition from civil society groups,

ficials had expected 40 companies

share of the profit went to the state,

Companies operating in Brazil – in-

little to recover the billions already

more control over local oil and gas

legislative hold-ups, and a challeng-

to participate – is indicative of the

and put Petrobras in the driving seat

cluding Petrobras – have complained

lost. The company was also pushed to

resources, Brazil lacks the technology

ing new regulatory environment. The

controversies around increased state

of oil exploration in the area with a

that these are fuelling rising costs and

build refineries in northeast Brazil so

and the financial muscle to exploit its

auction will now pave the way for an

intervention in the oil and gas sec-

30% minimum stake. Pré-Sal Petróleo

delays; a government-commissioned

as to provide a boost for the poverty-

reserves alone. To attract the required

investment plan worth more than

tor. The pre-salt finds in 2007 stirred

SA (PPSA), a new state-owned entity,

report found that the local supply

stricken region. Also, stiff local-con-

investments and to fulfil its potential

$170bn over the next 35 years,

great expectations within the gov-

was granted the power to oversee the

chain is only capable of meeting the

tent requirements have affected the

as an energy powerhouse, government

potentially boosting demand for

ernment, and the ruling Workers’

operating committee of the consor-

oil and gas sector’s demands in five of

company: all of the 14 rigs it expected

officials are aware that the coun-

goods and services across the sup-

Party, in power since 2003, quickly

tium. The regulatory design – and a

24 key equipment categories.

to be delivered in 2012 were signifi-

try needs to maintain a reasonable

ply chain – if, of course, all goes

established a new strategy for tak-

$7bn signature bonus – appears to

cantly delayed. Such problems have

framework for private firms to operate

according to plan.

ing full advantage of the discovery.

have been too much of a burden for

had a big impact on the company’s

in. Although the possibility for regula-
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Brazil’s sugarcane industry:
light at the end of the tunnel?
By Andy Duff

control over this ‘strategic’ sector and

B

are unlikely to fade away in the short-

sugar – the rest is used to produce

to-medium term. Oil companies can

ethanol, most of which is used as a

also expect increased scrutiny when

motor fuel in the domestic market.

the Clean Company Act comes into ef-

Unlike their counterparts elsewhere

fect in January 2014. This far-reaching

in the world, Brazilian cane mills pro-

law, which applies stiff administra-

duce both sugar and ethanol directly

tive and civil penalties for companies

from cane. Brazilian cane millers are

along the lines of the Foreign Corrupt

therefore not just in the food business

Practices Act (FCPA), also applies to

but also in the fuel business.

tory improvements exists, it will not

Brazil: a biofuels pioneer

all be plain sailing for oil companies

razil is by far the

operating in Brazil. Key issues such
as local-content requirements and
the politicisation of Petrobras reflect
a political decision to increase state

world’s leading pro-

articles

articles

Rabobank

ducer and exporter of
sugar. However, only
half of the sugarcane

grown in the country is converted to

domestic corruption and bid-rigging

Although ethanol was used as a

and is particularly relevant to the oil

motor fuel in Brazil as early as the

petrol, pure ethanol or any mix of the

sales expanded strongly. The outlook

and gas industry, where interaction

1930s, it was in the 1970s, in the wake

two. This marked an enormous change

for further market growth, plus projec-

with government bodies, regulatory

of the oil price shock, that the govern-

in the fuel ethanol market in Brazil:

tions of vigorous growth in exports to

agencies and public interests is sub-

ment moved decisively to stimulate the

until the arrival of flex-fuel cars, etha-

the US and the EU (which both imple-

stantial. The combination of growing

development of fuel ethanol use in the

nol had been either a stand-alone fuel

mented major biofuels programmes in

anti-corruption scrutiny by the public

country. In this respect Brazil was a

consumed in cars designed to run only

2005) triggered a surge of investment

at large, strict liability for companies

genuine pioneer in the use of biofu-

on ethanol or, in its anhydrous form, it

in new industry capacity, powered by a

that violate the law, and the broad ar-

els, its transport sector consuming a

had been blended with petrol to comply

heady combination of euphoric visions

ray of government entities and public

significant amount of ethanol decades

with Brazilian legislation which required

of the sector’s prospects and a global

prosecutors who can enforce the law,

before the US and EU implemented

20-25% ethanol content in petrol.

financial market awash with liquidity.

mean that companies are well advised

their own policies to encourage the

to proactively develop and imple-

development of local biofuel markets.

The ethanol boom

Dealing with a sweet market

ment tailor-made local anti-corruption

Another pioneering development in

As flex-fuel car sales took off in the

turned sour

compliance programmes to address

Brazil’s ethanol market took place in

years following their launch (they have

the particularities of operating in this

2003 with the introduction of flex-fuel

accounted for over 80% of new car

brought an abrupt end to cheap and

complex business environment.

cars: vehicles which can run on pure

sales in Brazil since 2007), ethanol

abundant credit, signalling the rapid

6
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tailing-off of the boom in the con-

customers), their competitors and

for the industry. Yields suffered in the

ing hours, higher diesel prices, and

while petrol prices have remained

not be built and the supply of ethanol

struction of new cane milling capacity.

potential new investors in the sector to

wake of poor weather conditions in

the bumper grain crop which exposed

unchanged. As a result, margins for

is unlikely to increase significantly in

This was the beginning of a new and

understand what factors, if any, could

the 2010/11 and 2011/12 seasons,

a shortage of road haulage capac-

ethanol production have diminished

the coming years. This creates the

altogether less euphoric phase in the

create some light at the end of the tun-

and the ensuing lower level of output

ity. Investment in logistics (including

significantly and the construction of

spectre of an ever-increasing need to

Brazilian cane sector’s evolution. The

nel. Given that the world sugar market

impacted on capacity utilisation. For

a major ethanol pipeline and further

new milling capacity in Brazil has

import petrol (at a loss, at least if oil

past few years have brought a series

is cyclical, it is likely that, while it may

the current 2013/14 crop, yields have

investment in rail transport) needs to

ground to a halt.

prices remain high and Brazil’s cur-

of challenges, such as rising costs,

take one to two years, world sugar

risen closer to their normal levels and

be prioritised over the coming years

unfavourable weather, and perhaps

prices will come out of their current

Brazil’s sugarcane production has

in order to lower the overall costs of

for the cane industry but also for

the demands of an expanding car

most significantly, the central role of

trough. But what about ethanol?

reached a new record level. This has

sugar and ethanol delivered to ports

Petrobras, Brazil’s state-controlled

fleet. For this reason the current situ-

had a beneficial impact on costs.

and to major centres of consumption.

producer, refiner and marketer of oil

ation appears unsustainable: some-

and fuels. The cane industry’s difficul-

thing will have to give.

the government in determining fuel
prices. Meanwhile, adding to the industry’s current woes, a longstanding
surplus of sugar on the world market
has depressed world prices – bad
news for an industry which leads the
world in sugar exports, shipping two
thirds of its output to destinations
around the world.
The array of challenges currently
facing the sector has generated

For the current
2013/14 crop,
yields have risen
closer to their
normal levels and
Brazil’s sugarcane
production has
reached a new
record level

heightened uncertainty about the fu-

However, there is much more to do

The petrol price is pivotal not just

in the future. The dramatic expansion

Brazilian fuel prices:

ties since 2008 mean that ethanol

of the total area of sugarcane in the

something’s got to give

production has lagged far behind the

2006-10 period, and the associated

Up until January 2013, when

potential demand that exists as a re-

rency continues to be weak) to meet

Light at the end of the tunnel?
An increase in the domestic petrol

sharp increase in mechanised harvest-

pump prices increased by 6%, petrol

sult of a rapidly growing domestic car

price would obviously help to stem the

ing, has also impacted on the econom-

prices in Brazil had remained virtu-

fleet, of which flex-fuel cars represent

present and future financial haemor-

ics of field operations. More cane was

ally unchanged for six years. This is

an ever-growing share. As a result, in

rhage at Petrobras. However, this

produced in “frontier” regions such as

the biggest current issue for Brazil’s

the last few years, rising car numbers

creates a dilemma for the government,

Mato Grosso do Sul, the Triângulo Mi-

cane sector, since the petrol price acts

and rising fuel demand has had to be

which is anxious to keep inflation

neiro and Goiás, but the cane varieties

as a ceiling for the price of ethanol.

met by boosting petrol supply – large-

under control. At the time of writing, a

planted there had actually been bred

Drivers of flex-fuel cars, although free

ly by increasing imports, given that

proposal for a new pricing system for

ture of the sector. A number of high-

Focusing on costs,

to grow in the industry’s heartland

to choose between the two fuels at

Petrobras’ refining capacity is already

petrol sold by Petrobras’ refineries, tak-

profile investors that bought into the

costs, costs

of São Paulo; many of them do not

every petrol station in Brazil, are only

stretched to its limits.

ing account of international prices and

provide the same yields in the frontier

likely to choose ethanol if it makes

sector, either in the pre-crisis euphoria

Sugar and ethanol are commodities.

The rise in petrol imports has been

the exchange rate, has been tabled for
discussion by the board of Petrobras.

or in what was perceived to be a post-

In commodity businesses there is gen-

regions. Work is underway to develop

economic sense. In this case it only

ruinous for Petrobras’ financial perfor-

crisis buyers’ market, have had to

erally little a producer can do to influ-

new varieties specially tailored to thrive

makes sense to fill up with ethanol if

mance, since the combination of high

face the uncomfortable truth that the

ence the price they are offered; com-

in the frontier regions.

it is sold at a price at least 30% lower

international oil and petrol prices and

be keenly awaited by the cane indus-

current outlook is very different from

petitiveness is achieved, and margins

than that of petrol – because a litre

a weakened exchange rate versus a

try. Any move in the direction sug-

earlier expectations.

are sustained, through cost control.

Achilles’ heel of Brazilian agribusi-

of ethanol provides 30% less energy

fixed domestic petrol prices means the

gested by the proposal could herald

ness, and 2013 has amply demon-

than a litre of petrol.

company has lost money on every litre

not just a significant change in the

of imported petrol.

fuel market but also an improvement

Given the current uncertainty, there

In terms of production costs, raising

Logistics has long been seen as the

As cane industry representatives

is more interest than ever on the part

yields of cane per hectare and raising

strated this. Logistics costs have

of industry participants, their partners

the utilisation of installed capacity at

soared due to a combination of new

are quick to point out, their costs have

(including suppliers, financiers and

cane mills have been major objectives

legislation governing truckers’ work-

increased substantially in recent years

8
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The outcome of the discussion will

in the industry’s medium- to longterm prospects.
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INFRASTRUCTURE
THE NEW PORTS LAW

*Ministry of Development, Industry and Foreign Trade, Infrastructure in
Brazil: projects, financing instruments, opportunities, February 2013, page 33

By Vera H de Moraes Dantas

I

n August 2012 the Brazilian

than the original period awarded.

government launched its Logis-

At the end of the contractual term,

tics Investments Programme,

goods and facilities must be returned

aimed at stimulating public

to the granting authority and another

and private investment in

public bid will take place.

transport infrastructure and promot-

of investment in the sector. This

The Ports Secretariat (Secretaria

ing the integration of the country’s

de Portos da Presidência da Repúbli-

roads, railways, ports and airports.

ca) is in charge of preparing a gen-

Subsequently, in December 2012,

eral plan of concessions and authori-

the government announced a series

sations for the ports sector, and for

of measures specifically related to

approving directives applying to port

the ports sector, with estimated in-

development regulations. In addition,

vestment of more than US$27bn over

the National Waterways Transporta-

the following five years.

tion Agency (Agência Nacional de

Considering that 95% of Brazil’s

Transportes Aquaviários – ANTAQ) is

foreign trade is conducted through

In addition to
permitting operators
to handle their own
as well as third
parties’ cargoes,
Law 12815/13 also
innovated in allowing
operators in privateuse terminals to
hire workers who
are not registered
with manpower
management agencies

in charge of organising and holding

restriction has now been lifted and
it is expected that investment will
increase as a result.
In addition to permitting operators
to handle their own as well as third
parties’ cargoes, Law 12815/13 also
innovated in allowing operators in
private-use terminals to hire workers
who are not registered with manpower management agencies (Órgãos
Gestores de Mão de Obra – Ogmos),
or to use on-call labourers, for an indefinite period of time, provided that
the terms of the respective contract,
convention or collective work agree-

its ports, the sector is enormously

the so-called New Ports Law – was

ties pursuant to a concession regime,

all bidding processes under the law,

from ANTAQ at any time. If this hap-

important. According to the Ministry

sanctioned by President Rousseff on

formalised by means of concession

in accordance with directives passed

pens, ANTAQ will open a so-called

of Development, Industry and Foreign

5 June 2013. It sets out the new legal

and lease agreements. The law also

by the Secretariat.

public call process for companies

gal framework introduced by Law

Trade, Brazil’s international trade

framework applying to the develop-

includes an authorization regime for

interested in obtaining authorisation

12815/2013 will stimulate invest-

increased by over 200% from 2002

ment of ports, port facilities, and the

the development of port facilities

will be granted via authorisations for-

to construct a port facility with simi-

ment in the ports sector, enabling it

to 2012 – rising from US$107.6bn to

activities carried out by port operators

located outside a port.

malised through adhesion contracts,

lar characteristics in the same region

to better respond to Brazil’s foreign

US$465.7bn*. Understandably, the

in Brazil, and is regulated by Decree

which essentially are boilerplate

and similar features, giving them 30

trade demands and thus enhance the

need for greater investment in order

number 8033 of 27 June 2013.

under the new law for the develop-

agreements with no room for negotia-

days in which to come forward?

country’s competitiveness and boost

ment of activities inside a port must

tions or changes on the part of the

The New Ports Law is especially

economic growth. With this purpose

to increase the sector’s efficiency and

By way of background, the Brazilian

Concessions and leases granted

Construction rights outside a port

ments are respected.
It is expected that the new le-

further boost exports is widely recog-

federal constitution provides that the

be preceded by a bidding process.

grantee. Rights will also be granted

innovative as regards authorisations

in mind the government has also an-

nised in Brazil.

state has the right to operate ports,

The main criteria applied in selecting

for up to 25 years, a period which

for the construction of private-use

nounced the creation of credit lines

which can be done directly or indirectly

the winning bid are cargo handling

can be renewed several times pro-

terminals. Under the previous ports

dedicated to transport infrastructure,

intervention in the sector, modernis-

through authorisation, concession or

capacity, smallest tariff, and/or cargo

vided that the authorised party keeps

law, authorisations for the construc-

with a competitive cost linked to the

ing ports infrastructure and increas-

permission (article 21, XII, f).

handling time. Development rights

up with the required investment for

tion of a private terminal would only

so-called Brazil Long Term Interest

will be granted for a period of up to

modernisation and expansion of the

be given to companies which would

Rate (currently 5% per year), a grace

With a view to reducing state

ing private investment (following a

Therefore, according to the new law,

long process of discussions in the

ports and port facilities located in a

25 years, which can be renewed, once

port premises in question. Interested

handle their own cargo, which of

period of three years and a 20-year

National Congress), Law 12815 –

port can be operated by private par-

only, for a length of time not greater

parties can request authorisations

course tended to limit the amount

term for repayment of the loan.
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BRAZIL’S LEGAL FRAMEWORK
AGAINST MONEY LAUNDERING:
LATEST DEVELOPMENTS

*Ministry of Development, Industry and Foreign Trade, Infrastructure in
Brazil: projects, financing instruments, opportunities, February 2013, page 33

By Daniel Varga

O

n 9 July 2012 Brazil

report addressed several issues related

laid down new provi-

to money laundering, from preventative

sions against money

measures to the performance of the

laundering with the

specialised courts tasked with combat-

passing of Law No.

ing this kind of crime. Among its key

12,683. In amending Law No. 9,613

recommendations it stressed the need

of 3 March 1998, the principal piece

to extend corporate civil or adminis-

of legislation concerning money laun-

trative liability to legal entities who

dering in Brazil, the new law closed

commit money laundering offences by

certain loopholes and strengthened

implementing effective laws and pro-

mechanisms of control in line with

cedures to take freezing action, and by

international standards.

increasing the supervision of non-bank

Brazil is a member of the Financial

financial institutions.

Under the new
legislation, public
authorities can have
direct access to
suspects’ personal
information
held by financial
institutions,
telephone and
internet providers
and credit-card
issuers.

goods and dealers in any transactions

law, and Brazil has not made corpo-

which involve considerable amounts

rate civil or administrative liability

of cash. In addition, the mechanisms

directly applicable to legal persons

of control have become much more

who commit ML, as is required in

rigorous. Under the new law, individu-

such circumstances”. Indeed, Brazil’s

als and/or entities under the control

legal framework resists the extension

mechanisms must report to the com-

of criminal liability to legal entities,

petent authorities within 24 hours

which is currently restricted to excep-

regarding any transaction exceeding

tional circumstances such as environ-

R$30,000, as well as any suspicious

mental offences and bribery. As the

transaction, pursuant to the guide-

new law did not make any changes in

lines laid down by the authorities.

this regard, legal entities cannot be

Nonetheless, law firms are excluded

criminally liable for money laundering.

Action Task Force (FATF), an intergov-

The new law partly addresses the

from the control mechanisms be-

In addition, although there have been

ernmental body whose objectives are

issues raised by the FATF report and

cause of the duty of confidentiality

some improvements in the administra-

to set standards and promote effective

its recommendations. Under the old

owed to their clients.

tive sanctions applicable to entities

implementation of legal, regulatory

AML, money laundering was subject

and operational measures for com-

to an insufficient list of predicate

the list of non-financial institutions

lice and the public prosecutors have

the entities directly involved in money

bating money laundering, terrorist

offences, and therefore criminals

subject to monitoring and compli-

also increased. Under the new leg-

laundering offences are still not liable

financing and other related threats to

escaped prosecution due to a lack of

ance requirements, going beyond the

islation, public authorities can have

in the civil or administrative sphere.

the integrity of the international finan-

legal provisions. Under the new law,

parameters set out in the recommen-

direct access to suspects’ personal

cial system. In 1990 the FATF issued

any type of criminal offence serves

dations. According to the recommen-

information held by financial institu-

ties, which has raised fears in some

achievements have been to broaden

recommendations, revised several

as a predicate offence. In this respect

dations, real-estate agents, dealers in

tions, telephone and internet provid-

quarters that the amendment might

the list of predicative offences – now

times in the intervening years, which

the new law has actually gone further

precious metals and stones, lawyers,

ers and credit-card issuers. Although

open the door to abusive conduct on

any criminal offence sanctioned un-

aim to provide guidance for countries

than the recommendations, which

accountants and other independent

these amendments may expedite

the part of investigators.

der Brazilian law is eligible as a pre-

in combating money laundering and

stated that “Countries should apply

legal professionals, as well as service

investigations, they have been subject

the financing of terrorism. The FATF is

the crime of money laundering to all

providers acting as a formation

to criticism from legal professionals.

Brazil’s standards in terms of com-

mechanisms of control, adding more

also responsible for producing reports

serious offences, with a view to includ-

agent of legal entities and related

Access to such personal information

bating money laundering, some

weight to the preventative measures.

as a means of monitoring member

ing the widest range of predicate

services, are subject to mechanisms

usually requires judicial authorisa-

important issues were left aside. The

On the other hand, there are still

states’ progress in that respect. Brazil

offences.” While the recommendations

of control. All categories provided

tion, but from now on, in money

FATF report stated that “Criminal

loopholes, as no criminal, civil or

was the subject of such as a report on

focus on serious offences as predicate

above are encompassed by the new

laundering cases, public authorities

liability for ML [money laundering]

administrative sanctions are provided

25 June 2010, when the old version

offences, the new law encompasses all

law (except for lawyers), as well as

can directly request this information

does not extend to legal persons, due

for legal entities directly engaged in

of the AML was still in force. The FATF

types of criminal offences.

stock exchanges, dealers in luxury

without informing the judicial authori-

to fundamental principles of domestic

money laundering.
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Although the new law has raised
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Promising
market:
SMB
access
Brazil is now one of the most attractive markets in the world
for the allocation of resources
By Cristiana Pereira

T

he capital market is an

the Securities and Exchange Commis-

smaller offerings has also indicated

Offerings proposes the creation of

important instrument

sion of Brazil (CVM), the Brazilian

which intermediaries specialise ac-

Stock Investment Funds that encom-

for financing compa-

Development Bank (BNDES), the Bra-

cording to the size of offering.

pass eligible companies; mechanisms

nies’ growth in Brazil,

zilian Industrial Development Agency

especially in the case of

(ABDI) and the Brazilian Innovation

large companies. Take, for example,

Agency (FINEP). The group discussed

the IPO of BB Seguridade on 29 April

ways of fostering the growth of these

2013, which raised approximately

companies using the capital market.

BRL 11 billion. This shows how Brazil

The group visited seven countries

for stimulating demand among inves-

The proposals
seek to make the
market more
accessible to SMBs,
both in terms of
preparation of the
offering and
cost reduction

tors, such as the reduction or exemption of income tax on capital gains for
shareholders; as well as encouraging
the creation of long-term savings by
increasing the investment limit of

is now one of the most attractive

(UK, Poland, Spain, Canada, Aus-

markets in the world for allocating

tralia, South Korea and China) to gain

resources, with internal demand pow-

a greater understanding of how the

ering the growth of companies that

issue is approached elsewhere. Based

want to develop. We are aware, how-

on meetings with representatives of

posed, along with the need to publish

ever, that the capital market has not

exchanges, regulators, investment

documents via different media. Other

been used very frequently by small or

banks, brokerage houses, issuers,

Technical Committee for

proposals are to reduce the mainte-

Smaller Offerings

nance costs of being a publicly-traded

medium-sized businesses.

managers and investors (who histori-

lysing measures so that companies

investors, lawyers, auditors and

private pension plans.
For businesses, cost reduction
and simplification in the public share
offering process have been pro-

Between 2011 and September

cally prioritise allocation into fixed-

choose to raise more through capital

consultants, international research

2013 there were 21 IPOs in the Bra-

income) to seek investment alterna-

markets. This is particularly relevant

was conducted in order to shed light

cal Committee for Smaller Offerings

ment a stock market training program

zilian market, raising approximately

tives in order to reach the desired

for representatives of small and

on the lack of demand for the Brazil-

has been created and has helped

for businesspeople.

BRL 27 billion, with a median figure

level of profitability. It is therefore

medium-sized businesses, which are

ian alternative investment market.

draw up a Joint Diagnosis containing

of BRL 700 million. Even the smallest

natural that exposure to equities will

motors of growth and innovation in a

Internationally, local investors are

proposals for mechanisms to encour-

up to support and encourage broker-

of them raised BRL 57 million. But if

grow in a synchronised manner, and

country’s economy.

always the main buyers in offerings

age investors, as well as cost reduction

age houses, including training their

we look around the world at mature

in particular that SMBs – companies

executed by SMBs; regulatory dis-

and simplification for businesses and

staff and investors through courses,

international markets aimed at small

with a market value of under BRL 700

SMBs and international

counts are not significant for medium-

intermediaries (brokerage houses, in-

seminars and other activities; as well

and medium-sized businesses, it is

million and net revenue in the finan-

experience

clear there is still unexploited poten-

cial year prior to the offering lower

tial in the Brazilian capital market’s
relationship with such companies.
Incentives for entrepreneurship
and for private initiative, combined

Against this background, a Techni-

Initiatives have also been drawn

sized businesses; offerings’ fixed

vestment banks, law firms) in the share

as to create a rulebook for procedures

Considering the importance of

costs are not barriers, and in Brazil

offering process. The proposals seek

in restricted stock offerings, aimed at

than BRL 500 million – benefit from

small and medium-sized businesses

those costs tend to be low; smaller

to make the market more accessible to

major investors.

an increasingly efficient environment

for the country’s economy, as well

offerings have a simplified prospectus,

SMBs, both in terms of preparation of

for the execution of their IPOs.

as the challenges they face in find-

while registration with the regulatory

the offering and cost reduction.

ing forms of sustainable financing, in

body is waived; in some markets there

In light of this, BM&FBOVESPA

Looking at the benefits that the

with a lower Brazilian base rate,

proposes a redoubling of efforts to

2011 BM&FBOVESPA led a working

have been significant tax breaks for

changes would bring end investors,

have obliged fund managers, asset

map, understand and propose cata-

group composed of representatives of

investors; and, finally, the success of

the Technical Committee for Smaller
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segments
In October, BM&FBOVESPA’s work
with its partners in the Technical
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Next steps

O

Committee for Smaller Offerings led it

with investors. The first change is

to present the market with proposals

the migration of the BOVESPA Mais

for advances in their listing segments.

segment from the OTC market to the

tory structure has already been dis-

This was in order to attract inves-

Exchange market. Also, a change is

cussed exhaustively with the various

tors to smaller offerings and to grant

foreseen to the Listing Rules, to divide

stakeholders. But in order to make

these companies greater access to the

the segment into two: BOVESPA Mais,

the Brazilian market more accessible

the past he has advised the Brazilian

equities market’s financial resources.

which will exclusively allow the trading

and efficient for SMBs, products and

Finance Ministry and worked with the

As well as analysing the profile of

of common shares; and BOVESPA

services need to be created which

Brazilian Central Bank, as well as be-

the company and the offering, and of

MAIS N2, which will allow both

stimulate trading and liquidity, and

ing a consultant with the BNDES and

some of the requirements related to

common and preferred shares. With

enhance the visibility of each com-

a visiting fellow at the OECD (Organi-

corporate governance, the proposal

this initiative the Exchange seeks to

pany’s profile. The expectation is that

zation of Economic Cooperation and

by the end of the first half of 2014

Development). His latest book, Brasil

these steps will already have been

Pós-crise: agenda para a próxima dé-

discussed and put into practice.

cada, co-written with Fabio Giambiagi,

foresees that quantitative criteria such
as free float will also come to determine the company’s most appropriate
segment on the Exchange.
For the entrance of a company into
the Novo Mercado, Level 2 and Level
1, the new rules include quantitative
listing parameters (value of free float
to be defined between a minimum
of BRL 300 million and BRL 500
million); a BRL 15 to BRL 25 price
tier for the security; and segmenting
the free float rule in accordance with
the market value of each company’s
stock in circulation.
Restructuring also encompasses

There is a promising
SMB market to be
exploited in Brazil,
and BM&FBOVESPA
has already made
preparations to
offer an even
more appropriate
environment for
small and mediumsized businesses
to access the
capital market

some important changes to the

During this initial stage the regula-

There is a promising SMB market to be exploited in Brazil, and

ctavio de Barros
is Macroeconomic
Research Director and

interview

articles

articles

articles • interview

Chief Economist at
Banco Bradesco. In

was published recently in Brazil.
What is the outlook for the

BM&FBOVESPA has already made

Brazilian economy in 2014? What are

preparations to offer an even more

the main hurdles and challenges?

appropriate environment for small

The core difficulties are linked to mak-

and medium-sized businesses to

ing the transition from a growth model

access the capital market. The Ex-

based on non-tradable goods, i.e. ser-

change understands that by raising

vices, to one that strengthens the trad-

financial resources this type of busi-

able sector, i.e. industrial goods. This

ness will be more able to advance

transition is complicated as the rate at

and develop their growth projects,

which the service sector is cooling is

The job market remains very tight

the only alternative facing the Brazil-

which will have a positive impact on

much slower than the rate at which the

due to Brazil´s very low demographic

ian economy is to increase productivity

the Brazilian economy and on job

industrial goods sector is accelerating.

growth (similar to Europe’s) which is

sharply at all levels.

creation. Furthermore, traditional

This means that inflation in the service

reducing the size of the economically

Octavio de Barros

by Ieda Gomes
the Brazil Business Brief

Chief Economist at Bradesco

What do you think will be the

BOVESPA Mais segment, which is spe-

propose a structure that, for example,

sources of revenue might not meet

sector is cooling very slowly, due to

active population. The supply of labour

main economic benefits, if any, of

cifically aimed at companies that want

also allows companies (for regulatory

demand in Brazil, meaning that the

the resistance to lower wages, while

is growing at a rate that is systemati-

hosting the World Cup in 2014?

to raise funds on the capital market

reasons in the sector in which they op-

capital market, via BM&FBOVESPA,

inflation in industrial goods is speeding

cally well below the rate of demand

To be honest, considering the size of

in order to finance their projects while

erate) to issue preferred shares, with

becomes the most natural and

up as a result of a 25% depreciation

for manpower in Brazil. The strong

the Brazilian economy, I don’t think

simultaneously raising their profile

voting rights on specific matters.

viable path.

in the currency over the last two years.

resistance to wage cuts means that

it’s relevant at all. I also feel the same
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very small bearing in mind the sheer
size of the domestic economy and
the investment cycle in infrastructure
Brazil will have to face in the coming
10 years. The only positive aspect is
an educational one as Brazil will be
forced to meet deadlines and become
more disciplined in terms of timetables. This is an area where Brazil has

Instead of
being hailed
for the immense
improvements that
have been made,
unfortunately
Brazil is still being
penalised for what
happened in the past

developments ahead of the 2014 presidential elections. Which scenarios are

to regain confidence in Brazil?
It’s funny how there is always a chronic confidence deficit in Brazil regardless of who is in power. It’s not just a
problem with this or that government.
Brazil is probably the emerging country where the investor has tradition-

I believe there is
an extraordinary
diversity of
opportunities
that should be of
great interest
to investors

that gives the impression of greater

half of 2013 which was aimed at pro-

cooperation among large emerging

moting the upcoming infrastructure

countries. In practice I don’t foresee

bids (roads, railways, ports). Do you

it playing any important part in the

see any interest from foreign inves-

financing of the emerging countries

tors? Will the Brazilian bank sector

involved. It is not something that

organise finance for the bidders?

should be taken very seriously.

Yes. We are seeing great interest in

ally had the lowest tolerance of any
kind of macroeconomic deviation. Any

road show held in London in the first

As one of the largest banks

The FED’s announcement of

roads, ports and airports, although

ending quantitative easing sometime

less in railways where the regulatory

in the near future has created lots of

small setback in the fiscal area, for

in Brazil, what is Bradesco’s strat-

model is still being fine-tuned. The

turbulence in the emerging markets

level and have more efficient regula-

example, sends shock waves across

egy for Europe, and particularly the

Brazilian banks are heavily involved in

and the strengthening of the dollar

tions and extensive reforms.

the whole market. Instead of being

United Kingdom?

financing the infrastructure consortia.

vis-à-vis local currencies. What will

hailed for the immense improvements

Bradesco Securities currently operates

Brazil’s great challenge, as I’ve already

be the actual impact in Brazil when

an awful track record.
We are seeing lots of political

be changed for international investors

ring despite the big political angle

Brazil auctioned the huge

the banks currently working with?

hydrocarbon block, Libra, on October

that have been made, unfortunately

in London as a “broker-dealer”. Brad-

said, is to improve investor confidence.

the FED finally announces a date?

The “political risk” has been irrelevant

21st, with only one bidding consor-

Brazil is still being penalised for what

esco Securities UK focuses on fixed and

Initiatives need to be taken to improve

The fact is that the latest postpone-

for a number of years as far as Brazil

tium. What is your reading of the

happened in the past. Brazil is tarred

variable income intermediation opera-

the equity conditions. Advances have

ment of the tapering has given emerg-

is concerned. It does not make the

outcome of the auction?

with original sin and is seen abroad

tions by Brazilian companies for Euro-

to be made to encourage the private

ing countries like Brazil a window

slightest difference in the long term

Although only one consortium took

as a country that only makes super-

pean and global institutional investors.

sector and make it feel more comfort-

of opportunity to introduce meas-

who wins the elections. We are not

part in the Libra field auction, I think

ficial progress when it comes to re-

It is active in the buying and selling of

able in playing a leading role in the

ures that would ensure a smoother

going to see any great differences be-

the final result was satisfactory due to

forms, i.e. the advances are regarded

shares on the NYSE, NASDAQ, FTSE

cycle of infrastructure concessions. I

transition to a new global monetary

tween the likeliest candidates despite

the presence of large European and

as being merely humdrum and there

and Bovespa, and in the distribution of

believe there is an extraordinary diver-

policy cycle. Urgent changes need

their different styles. Some are more

Chinese companies. The challenge now

is no appetite for long-term reforms.

research and public offers created by

sity of opportunities that should be of

to be made in the approach to fiscal

reform-minded than others but none

relates to Petrobras’ investment capac-

Brazil needs a long-term agenda to

Bradesco’s investment banking area,

great interest to investors. The investor

policy. There has already been a great

of them will stop Brazil from continu-

ity as the shared production model

reduce inflation and discipline its cha-

Bradesco BBI, and in other investment

just needs to be made more comfort-

impact, mainly reflecting the depre-

ing with the solid, steady advances

means it will have to make heavy

otic fiscal budget, which is subject to

banking activities. In Europe, Brad-

able, that’s all.

ciation of the real, but I don’t expect

it has been making over the last 19

investments. The oil and gas sector has

political pressure and makes it impos-

esco Securities has a strong presence

years. I would just add that, as the

a very important systemic impact on

sible to develop long-term agendas.

in Luxembourg. The organisation will

BRIC countries creating a joint

United States to wind down before

Brazilian economy has become more

Brazil´s productive structure.

Confidence is the name of the game

continue to strengthen these activities

development bank. Do you see this

the end of the first quarter of 2014

and Brazil needs to make itself more

in Europe but Banco Bradesco has no

happening? What needs to be done to

at the earliest. I think good assets will

sophisticated, it would be ideal if we

Brazil used to be the darling

There is some talk about

monetary stimulation measures in the

could go well beyond mere incremen-

of the emerging markets but this has

trustworthy in the eyes of investors

strategic interest in commercial bank-

implement this proposal?

remain liquid at world level and do not

tal improvements on the institutional

changed dramatically over the last 12

in overall terms.

ing operations at this time.

I regard this as just another red her-

really foresee the risk of capital flight
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that occurred in the past. The Brazil-

important in relation to Brazil’s GDP.

ian Central Bank operates extremely

We expect China to grow by less than

competently and independently and

7% in the coming two or three years,

the country has US$380 billion in

an expansion rate that will maintain

foreign exchange reserves. What has

the terms of trade and bring no

occurred has been a global repricing

great losses to Brazil. I don’t see

of assets and I don’t expect any new

any problem over banking credit.

impacts that will affect the Brazilian

There has been a huge improvement

economy, unless no domestic pro-

in the quality of domestic credit,

gress is made in the fiscal area and in

with steadily declining delinquency

combating inflation.

ratios. The banking inclusion oc-

Brazil’s economic growth was

curred during the “Lula era” and the

triggered by the expansion of credit

marginal growth in credit is currently

and the boom in the commodities

much lower. This is good news as far

markets. It now seems difficult to

as I am concerned. Now is the time

sustain this, due to China’s economic

to strengthen the domestic capital

slowdown and the limited supply of

market and all we need to do is gain

credit. What does Brazil need to do to

greater confidence from investors.

increase GDP growth to above 4% in

What do you see as exciting

Brazil is the most
internationalised
emerging country in
terms of the number
of transnational
corporations doing
business there,
although on the
other hand its
economy is not
connected to the
global value chains.
It’s a paradox

Be part of the
UK-Brazilian
business
community

country in terms of the number of

The Brazilian Chamber of Commerce has been actively promoting trade and

transnational corporations doing

business between the United Kingdom and Brazil for over 70 years.

the years to come?

opportunities in the years to come?

business there, although on the other

Joining the Chamber will guarantee you excellent opportunities to meet

Let’s be realistic. Brazil has very low

Brazil has a great advantage over

hand its economy is not connected to

population growth and does not need

the other emerging countries as its

the global value chains. It’s a para-

and network with members of the UK-Brazilian business community.

to expand much faster than 3.5% to

economy is much more diversified, in

dox. Opening up the economy further

continue to make great social pro-

sector terms, than theirs. Despite this,

would give a tremendous boost and

gress. The world’s potential GDP has

it is still not highly competitive – so it

strengthen investors’ appetites in
virtually all sectors of activity.

fallen, as has Brazil’s. The cooling of

would be extraordinarily beneficial to

the Brazilian economy is mainly cycli-

all sectors if significant advances could

cal and driven by the global economy.

be made in boosting productivity.

Idiosyncratic factors only play a

Brazil needs to mobilise its pro-

small part. China is important as far

ductive and social forces to exploit

as iron ore and soybean exports are

the immense pool of productivity

concerned but bilateral relations be-

it offers. Furthermore, Brazil is the

tween the two countries are not very

most internationalised emerging

20

The Chamber organises or co-organises about 20 events annually and also
provides information about other Brazil-related business events in the UK.
To find out more, see www.brazilianchamber.org.uk.

dates for your diary

dates for
your diary
21st january

Discussion: Brazilian and British anti-bribery legislation
8:30 am

13th may

Gala dinner and Personality of the Year awards
At London Hilton Park Lane, 7:00 pm

29 may

Seminar:
Economic prospects and career opportunities in Brazil
5:30 pm

2nd	September

Reception at the House of Commons
6:30pm

th

For more information please visit our events page at
brazilianchamber.org.uk/events

dates for your diary

events round-up
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Events round-up
The Brazilian Chamber organises around 20 events per year on a variety of subjects,
always aiming to raise the profile of Brazil and to promote networking opportunities.
On our past events page you can download presentations, see pictures and leave comments.
For more information please visit www.brazilianchamber.org.uk/pastevents

Political and Social Risk in
Brazil and South America

Meet Brazil in the UK:
reception hosted
by the Brazilian
Chamber of
Commerce and UKTI
October 8th 2013
Organised by UKTI Brazil, a market
visit by a group of Brazilian delegates

september 18th 2013

G

interested in investing in the UK took
place from 7-11 October. The partici-

eert Albers of

sectors, namely oil and gas, infrastruc-

pating companies came from a variety

Control Risks began

ture, and financial services. It con-

of sectors including retail, tourism,

this presentation

cluded by analysing the government’s

ICT, IT hardware, energy and infra-

by showing how

attitude towards companies operating

structure. The Chamber organised a

Brazil fares when

in each sector, and by highlighting to

networking event so that members

assessed according to various political

what extent investors are exposed to

and friends could meet the compa-

and social risk parameters – including

the aforementioned risks.

nies’ representatives.

nationalisation/expropriation, state
intervention, bureaucracy (ease of
doing business), trade policy, corruption/integrity and social unrest – and
how the country compares to other
major Latin American economies in
those respects.
The presentation then provided an
overview of the operational environBrazilian delegates at Meet Brazil in the UK

ment in three of Brazil’s key economic
22
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Christmas reception to welcome
new members

sponsors and partners of the
events featured in this issue:

december 2nd 2013
For the fourth consecutive year our

de Lima sparked everyone’s curiosity

Christmas reception was kindly hosted

by playing the calabash, an African

by Herbert Smith Freehills in their

instrument whose main element is a

Liverpool Street offices.

large gourd (see below). It was our

Members and friends of the

last event of the calendar year and

Chamber enjoyed live Brazilian music

once again proved very popular, with

from Trio Bossa. Percussionist Gaio

about 150 people attending.
Gerard McNally, Cristina Machado and Brazilian
Chamber Treasurer Paulo Guimaraes

Trio Bossa: Gaio de Lima (percussion), Andrew Woolf
(clarinet and saxophone) and Carlos Franco (guitar & vocals)

24

Brazilian Chamber councillors Vera Dantas,
Flavio Marega and Frances Reynolds

Our host from Herbert Smith, Nigel Farr
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ness transactions involving
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business development

Campinas – Unicamp and

and Brazilian corporate and

previously vice president

investigations into fraud,

casting team. He provides

Brazil. He has worked for

He joined Rabobank in

consultant at El Paso

an MBA from Harvard Busi-

energy law, especially in

of New Ventures at BP plc,

corruption and other ethics

regular updates for Control

major law firms in Brazil

2001 and has been based

Brazil and SHV Brazil, and

ness School, with a Mas-

the oil and gas sector. Vera

president of BP Brasil, and

breaches and is a frequent

Risks’ online services, as

and is now an associate

in Brazil since early 2007,

a business development

ter’s in Economics from

is also a councillor of the

CEO of the São Paulo Gas

speaker and writer on inves-

well as writing detailed

lawyer at Nabas Legal

providing analysis to sup-

manager at Petrobras.
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Company (Comgas).

tigations and compliance

reports on political, op-

International Lawyers in

port the bank´s business
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issues and business risks in

erational and security risks

London, UK. Daniel is also

activities with the Brazilian

marcio.balthazar@
natgas-economics.com
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vmd@
noronhaadvogados.com.br

Latin America.

across the region.

studying an LLM degree on
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International Business Law
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players worldwide.
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brazilian chamber of commerce
in great britain
presents

GALA DINNER

PERSONALITY
OF THE YEAR
AWARDS 2014
13TH MAY 2014
at the london hilton
on park lane
7.00pm

brazilianchamber.org.uk

